Abstract: Let M be a normal martingale i.e. M ; M t = t, we decompose the product of two m ultiple stochastic integrals with respect to M I n fI m g as a sum of n^m terms H k . H k is equal to the integral over R k + of the function t ! I n+m,2k h k t; :, with respect to the k-tensor product of d M;M :; h k being an explicit function depending only on f and g. Our formula generalizes the well-known result concerning Brownian motion and compensated Poisson process and allows us to improve some results of Emery related to the chaos representation property of solution of the structure equation.
Introduction
1 In his historical paper, Itô 1951, proved that the Brownian motion B has the chaos representation property CRP. This means that every square integrable random variable Z measurable with respect to the -algebra generated by the Brownian motion can be written as an in nite sum of n-multiple stochastic integrals. We know that the compensated Poisson process N = N 0 t , t; t 0, where N 0 is a usual Poisson process, also satis es the CRP. A martingale M is called by Dellacherie, Meyer and Maisonnneuve 1992 a normal mar-1 tingale if it is locally square integrable and 1:1 M ; M t = t; 8t 0: Since M ; M is the dual projection of M;M , 1.1 is equivalent t o : M 2 t , t; t 0 is a martingale. We observe that N and B are two normal martingales. Using the fact that M ; M is a deterministic process, Meyer 1976 constructed by isometry I n f, the n-multiple integral of f with respect to M, when f is an element o f L 2 s R n + , the set of symmetric and square integrable functions de ned on R n + .
If M = B, Shigekawa 1980 and Meyer 1986 proved that the product of I n f and I m g is a nite and explicit sum of k-multiple integrals, k maxn; m. Kabanov 1975, considered a compensated Poisson measure based on a "good" measure space T;B; . This author proved a similar result concerning the product: I n fI m g. This study was extended by Surga lis 1984 and Tudor 1996 to products of k multiple integrals. The formula is complicated and makes use of diagramms.
2 In this paper we deal with a normal martingale M, and we consider the product: I n fI m g. In section 3 theorem 3.4, we establish: where h 0 = f g, h k u; v; t = fu; tgv;t; t 2 R k + ; u2 R n,k + ; v2 R m,k + ; 1 k n^m, The di culty consists in giving a precise meaning of this symbolic identity and especially the intertwinning of Stieltjes and stochastic integrations. Assume for simplicity that m = 1. 1.2 can be written in the following form:
1:4 I n fI 1 g = I n+1 h 0 + n
where H 1 u; t = fu; t; u 2 R n,1 + ; t 0. 
where f n 2 L 2 s R n + :
We observe that the CRP implies the PRP. L 2 s R n + is the set of functions f 2 L 2 R n + such that f is a symmetric function of n variables. By convention L 2 s R 0 + = L 2 R 0 + = R.
3 Let us de ne, C n = ft 1 ; :::; t n ; 0 t 1 ::: t n g ; D n = ft 1 ; :::; t n ; 9i 6 = j; t i = t j g : 4 S 0 n will denote the simple functions f of the following type: 2:3 f is symmetric and f = 1 a 1 ;b 1 ::: 1 a n ;b n on C n ;
where 0 a 1 b 1 a 2 b 2 :::: a n b n .
If p 1; S p n is the set of functions ' : R n+p + ,! R,
where f 2 S 0 n ; g2 S 0 p and 2:5 fg 0 :
We observe that ':; t and 's; : are symmetric functions for any t 2 R p + and s 2 R n + .
SpanS k n is the linear vector space generated by S k n ; k 0.
4 If f 2 L 2 s R n + , n 1 , w e denote by I n f the n-m ultiple stochastic integral of f with respect to M M1 . We recall, I 0 f = f, and I n f = I n f i f f 2 L 2 R n + :
EI n f 2 = n!kfk 2 n :
2:6 I n f = n Z 1 0 I n,1 f:; t 1 n,1 0;t dMt :
If f belongs to S 0 n resp. ' 2 S p n , f satisfying 2.3, then I n f resp. I n ':; t is explicit, 2:7 I n f = n! Mb 1 , Ma 1 ::::Mb n , Ma n ; 2:8 I n ':; t = n!gt Mb 1 , Proof The proof of 2.26 is similar to the one developed when p = 1 . The basic results are lemmas 2.1 and 2.4.
Before ending this section we w ould like t o g i v e t wo last preliminary results which will be helpful in the sequel.
Corollary 2.6 Suppose that f 2 L 2 s R n + R p + , is a symmetric and bounded function, : R p + ,! R. We set gu; t = fu; t t ; u 2 R n + ; t2 R p + . Then 2:32 I p n gt = t I p n ft; t 2 R p + :
In particular, a.s. 3. An extension of Kabanov formula
We start with the rst extension of Kabanov formula. Obviously g 2 L 2 R + and 2.2 imply E 1 1, moreover E 2 1 is a direct consequence of proposition 2.3. 2 For the proof of 3.2, it is su cient to consider a symmetric function f, and g of the following type, 3:4 g = 1 ; ; f= 1 a 1 ;b 1 ::: 1 a n ;b n on C n ; where 0 ; 0 a 1 b 1 a 2 b 2 ::: a n b n :
Using linearity, w e only have to consider, ? a 1 or b n ;
??
= a i ; = b i for some i 2 f 1; :::; ng:
Assume that ? is realized; by 2.7, I n+1 f g = I n fI 1 g and the integral in the right-hand side of 3.2 is equal to 0. It is clear that 3.2 holds. Let us study the case ??. We h a ve, n,1 ft = I n,1 f:; t = n , 1! P i : 
Proof
We c heck this identity b y induction on n, and we assume moreover that the functions k are bounded with support included in 0; a ; a= max i t i . The result is obvious if n is equal to 1.
We assume that 4.11 holds. We set a = maxft i ; 1 i n + 1 g and P = Mt 1 :::Mt n Mt n+1 = n X k=0 I k k I 1 1 0;t n+1 ;
where the functions k are bounded with support included in 0; a . Developing the sum we get, P = n X k=0 P k ; P k = I k k I 1 1 0;t n+1 :
By Theorem 3.1 we obtain, P k = I k+1 k 1 0;t n+1 + k Z 1 0 I 1 k,1 k :; t1 0;t n+1 td M;M t :
